In this paper, we reÿne upper and lower bounds for the channel capacity of a serial, binary rewritable medium in which no consecutive locations may store 1's and no consecutive locations may be altered during a single rewriting pass. This problem was originally examined by Cohn (Discrete. Appl. Math. 56 (1995) 1) who proved that C, the channel capacity of the memory, in bits per symbol per rewrite, satisÿes 0:50913 · · · 6 C 6 0:56029 · · · :
Introduction
A serial binary (0; 1) memory is read isolated if no two consecutive positions in the memory may both store 1's. This restriction occurs, for example, in some codes used in magnetic recording and optical recording. Freiman and Wyner [6] considered this problem and showed that the capacity of such a memory is log 2 ' = 0:694 : : : bits per symbol, in which ' = (1 + √ 5)=2 is the larger eigenvalue of the Fibonacci recurrence:
A serial binary (0; 1) memory that undergoes rewriting is write isolated if it satisÿes the restriction that no two consecutive positions in the memory can be changed during one rewriting phase. Such restrictions have arisen, for example, in the contexts of asymmetric error-correcting ternary codes [8] and of rewritable optical discs [3] . In this case, again, the capacity is log 2 '.
A read/write isolated memory (RWIM) is a binary, linearly ordered, rewritable storage medium that obeys both the read and write restrictions. This type of memory was considered by Cohn [4] , who examined its channel capacity. The set of all permissible binary memory conÿgurations can be considered as a channel alphabet. The rewriting restrictions determine which characters may follow which characters in the channel. The channel capacity of this process can then be deÿned as follows [3, 12] : let k be the size of the memory in binary symbols, r the lifetime of the memory in rewrite cycles and N (k; r) the number of distinct sequences of r characters. For ÿxed k; the channel capacity, measured in bits per rewrite, is deÿned to be [10] C k = lim r→∞ 1 r log 2 N (k; r):
The channel capacity of the RWIM, in bits per symbol per rewrite, is then deÿned to be
Cohn [4] established several expressions for the capacities C k and derived the following upper and lower bounds on C:
In this paper we continue the investigation of the channel capacity and manage to reÿne the bounds to 0:53500 · · · 6 C 6 0:55209 · · · :
Our approach is to no longer view the capacity as a function of the read/write process but instead as the capacity of a certain type of constrained matrix. This permits us to modify tools that have recently been used for counting constrained matrices and then use them to derive the new bounds. Previous work on constrained matrices restricted itself to symmetric matrices, i.e., where the constraint is symmetric (this is explained further in the next section). One of the major purposes of this paper is to describe how to extend this work to some non-symmetric constraints.
In the next section, we describe constrained matrices and transfer matrices, use constrained matrix notation to rederive some known results on the channel capacity of RWIMs and then derive a ÿrst, slightly improved, lower bound. Section 3 describes a second transfer matrix for RWIMs and uses it to derive a new upper bound. Section 4 shows how to use the maximum principle for eigenvalues to derive a better lower bound. Section 5 concludes by reviewing our results and conjecturing that C = 0:53500 · · · :
Note: In what follows we use the following conventions for writing vectors and matrices. If v, v are two 1 × k matrices then v v is the 2 × k matrix whose ÿrst row is v and whose second row is v . Also 1(0) will be used as shorthand for the appropriate sized vectors all of whose elements are 1's (0's). Thus v 1 is the 2 × k matrix whose ÿrst row is v and whose second row is all 1's. Finally, if B is a r × k matrix, we will use the notation B(j; * ) to denote the 1 × k matrix that is the jth row of B. All vectors in this paper are row vectors unless otherwise explicitly indicated.
Constrained matrices
We start by pointing out that there is another way of viewing the rewriting process. Suppose k, the size of the memory and r, the number of rewrites, are known. Then we can deÿne, B, a r × k binary matrix: 1 6 i 6 k, 1 6 j 6 r, B(j; i) = content of location i after jth rewrite:
Thus B(j; * ) is the content of the memory after the jth rewrite. Translating the RWIM rules into matrix notation shows that B satisÿes the following two constraints: Note also that if B is any r × k binary matrix that obeys the two conditions above then B can be viewed as modelling a memory with B(j; * ), the jth row of B, being the content of the memory at time j. The memory thus modelled satisÿes the read/write isolated conditions. We have therefore just seen that N (k; r), previously deÿned as the number of distinct sequences of r characters, is also the number of r × k binary that satisfy conditions 1and 2:
In what follows we will call matrices that satisfy conditions 1 and 2 good matrices. In Fig. 1 , B 1 is a good matrix and B 2 is not a good matrix. The problem of ÿnding, f(k; r), the number of r ×k binary matrices that do not contain certain forbidden submatrices has recently been the focus of much study. Examples are
• Matrices that do not contain any two horizontally or vertically adjacent 1's, i.e., do not contain submatrices (1 1) or 1 1 [1, 5] . This is sometimes known as the Fig. 1 . B 1 is a good matrix. B 2 is not a good matrix for two reasons: the two consecutive bold 1's in the second row contradict the read restriction and the bold 2 × 2 submatrix in the lower right corner contradicts the write restriction.
independent sets of grid graphs problem since the matrices correspond to independent sets of grid graphs.
• Two-dimensional (a; b) run-length limited matrices. In these, two parameters 0 6 a ¡ b 6 ∞ are given. Between every two consecutive horizontal or vertical 1's in the matrix the number of 0's must be between a and b [7] . (The independent sets of grid graphs problem is equivalent to the (1; ∞) run-length limited matrix problem).
• Checkerboard code matrices in which every 1 must be surrounded by a particular pattern of 0's [11] .
One fact that has been repeatedly noted is, that for the constraints so far examined in the literature, the capacity of a two-dimensional constrained matrix C f = lim k; r→∞ log 2 f(k; r) kr exists and is independent of how k; r run to inÿnity. We ÿrst recall the following:
Lemma (Kato and Zeger [7, Lemma 8] ). Let {a m; n } ∞ m; n=1 be a double sequence of non-negative reals such that a m1+m2;n 6 a m1;n + a m2;n and a m; n1+n2 6 a m; n1 + a m; n2 :
Then, lim m; n→∞ a m; n =mn exists and equals inf m; n¿1 {a m; n =mn}.
In our case, setting a k; r = log 2 N (k; r), we see that a k; r satisÿes the conditions of the lemma so we have the special case. Lemma 1. The channel capacity of the read/write isolated memory C deÿned in (1) exists and satisÿes
In particular,
Before continuing we point out one way in which the RWIM problem does di er from previous constrained matrix ones. In the cases previously analyzed, such as the ones cited above, the constraints were all invariant under transposition. That is, if B satisÿed a particular set of constraints then its transpose B t , also satisÿed that constraint. This meant that ∀k; r; f(k; r) = f(r; k), and this equality was often implicitly used in the analysis. In our case this is obviously not true, e.g., B = is not a good matrix. It is also not di cult to see that for most k; r, f(k; r) = f(r; k). The majority of the new work in this paper is in modifying previously known analytic techniques to deal with this asymmetry.
We now describe the transfer matrix approach that has been used to attack many counting problems of the constrained-matrix type. Consider the rows of a constrained matrix; they are k-tuples or row vectors. Let R k be the number of possible row vectors. In good matrices these vectors are just the k-tuples with no two consecutive 1's and one can calculate [4] that R k =F k+2 where F k is the kth Fibonacci number. Order these vectors as v 1 ; v 2 ; · · · ; v R k . Now deÿne the transfer matrix A k to be the R k × R k binary matrix whose (i; j)th entry, 1 6 i, j 6 R k , is 1 if and only if the 2 × k matrix vi vj is a valid constrained matrix, e.g., in our case it satisÿes conditions 1 and 2. Otherwise the (i; j)th entry is 0.
With this deÿnition, N (k; r), the number of distinct r×k constrained matrices, satisÿes N (k; r) = 1 A r−1 k 1 t where 1 is the R k -vector containing all 1's. To see this we let N vi;vj (k; r) be the number of r × k constrained matrices whose top row is v i and whose bottom row is v j . Set A (r−1) = A r−1 k . We claim that ∀i; j; k; r with r ¿ 1, N vi;vj (k; r) = A (r−1) (i; j). Note that N vi;vj (k; 2) = A k (i; j) = A (1) (i; j). Thus, by induction,
Summing over all i; j gives
Notice that the deÿnition of the transfer matrix is not fully determined until we specify the ordering of the R k k-tuples. For example, in the case of our good matrices we can order the rows lexicographically, e.g., when k = 4 we order the rows as (0000; 0001; 0010; 0100; 0101; 1000; 1001; 1010):
Using this ordering we have 1 [4] Theorem 1. The transfer matrices of the read/write isolated memory problem satisfy
where A k is an F k+2 ×F k+2 matrix,
The ÿrst four transfer matrices A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 are shown in Fig. 2 . Note that in all of the constrained matrix problems previously analyzed as well as in our own there has been another type of symmetry: Much of the work on calculating capacities has thus concentrated on getting good bounds on the k for the appropriate A k , and ÿnding out how quickly (log 2 k )=k approaches C.
One important observation (made by Cohn [4] for this problem and by Weeks and Blahut [11] for Checkerboard Codes) is Lemma 3. Let C, and k be as deÿned above. Then ∀k; C 6 log 2 k k :
This immediately leads to a good method for upper bounding C: construct bigger and bigger transfer matrices A k , calculate their largest eigenvalues, k and then (log 2 k )=k. This is one of the techniques described in Ref. [4] . The results in that paper are reproduced 2 in Table 1 and yield the upper bound C 6 log 2 14 14 = 0:560297 · · · :
Surprisingly one can use similar techniques to lower bound C.
Lemma 4. Let C, and k be as deÿned above. Then ∀k; log 2 k k 6 Ce 1=k :
Proof. Set d k = (log 2 k )=k. Recall that N (2k + 1; r) is the number of good r × (2k + 1) matrices. But, given any two good r × k matrices B 1 and B 2 ; the matrix (B 1 0 t B 2 ) is also good, where 0 represents a 1 × r matrix of all zeros. Thus, N (k; r)N (k; r) 6 N (2k + 1; r); so 2 log 2 N (k; r) r 6 log 2 N (2k + 1; r) r :
Taking lim r→∞ and applying Lemma 2 give 2 log 2 k 6 log 2 2k+1
Telescoping this inequality gives, ∀i ¿ 0,
. . . so we can take limits to ÿnd that
Plugging the value of 14 from Table 1 into (3) we derive our ÿrst improved lower bound C ¿ log 2 14 14 e −1=14 = 0:52167168 · · · : 
A second transfer matrix
In the previous section, we introduced the transfer matrices A k and examined some of their properties. A k can be thought of as encoding information of how a vertical strip matrix of ÿxed width k can grow in height. We can just as easily introduce a di erent type of transfer matrix, although, one that encodes how a horizontal strip matrix of ÿxed height r can grow in width.
More speciÿcally, note that every column vector of height r can appear in a good matrix. Now let v 1 ; v 2 ; · · · ; v 2 r be the 2 r r-tuples or vectors sorted lexicographically from smallest to largest. For example, when r = 3, the eight columns v The recurrence relation for B r follows.
By working through the details one ÿnds that almost all of the properties of the transfer matrix A k that were derived in the previous section correspond to analogous properties for A r .
Lemma 6. Let r be the largest eigenvalue of A r . Then (ii) lim (iii) C = lim r→∞ log 2 r r :
(iv) ∀r ¿ 0; C6 log 2 r r :
Note that there seems to be no lemma for r corresponding to Lemma 4 that permits lower bounding C. Substituting the calculated value for 8 into part 4 of the lemma yields
which is our improved upper bound.
The maximum principle and better lower bounds
In this section, we show how to use the maximum principle for eigenvalues to prove better lower bounds. This approach of employing the maximum principle for bounding two-dimensional capacities was originally employed by Engel [5] and Calkin and Wilf [1] for the independent sets of grid graphs problem. The maximum principle [2] states that if A is a real and symmetric n×n matrix with largest eigenvalue and x is any nonzero real 1 × n matrix then, for every positive integer p, xA p x t xx t 6 p :
Let k; q ¿ 0 and set A = A k , x = 1A q k . Then (4), the fact that A k is symmetric, (2) and Lemma 6 together yield
From Lemma 2 we have that lim k→∞ ( k ) 1=k = 2 C . From Lemma 6 we have that
Thus, taking both sides of (5) to the power 1=k and lim k→∞ yields
A symmetric argument gives
Taking log 2 of both sides of (7) and (8) yields new lower bounds for C.
Referring back to Tables 1 and 2 we ÿnd that the best lower bound achievable using this lemma and our calculated data is achieved by setting q = 3, p = 1 to derive C ¿ log 2 8 7 = 0:53500 · · · :
Conclusion and open problems
In this paper, we described how to model the binary read/write isolated memory (RWIM) as a particular type of constrained binary matrix. This permitted us to transform the problem of ÿnding the channel capacity of the memory into one of ÿnding the capacity of the matrix. This in turn let us use relatively recent analytic tools that had been developed for attacking such matrix problems.
Our main result was that, C the channel capacity of the RWIM, satisÿes 0:53500 · · · 6 C 6 0:55209 · · · :
The main open question is how to improve this. We conjecture that C = 0:5350 · · · ;
matching the lower bound. 3 Our reasoning follows: recall from Lemma 7 that for all k; r, C ¿ log 2 2k+2 2k+1 ; C¿ log 2 2r+2 2r+1
:
We have no such corresponding formulas for log 2 ( 2k+1 )= 2k and log 2 ( 2r+1 )= 2r but our admittedly scant data does seem to support the conjecture that ∀k; r, 
This conjecture parallels a similar one in the independent sets of grid graphs problem [5] where data seems to suggest the same behavior. If (9) is true then from Table 2 0:5350 · · · = log 2 We conclude by pointing out that our derivation of the lower bound in Section 4 using the maximum principle essentially followed a similar derivation in [1, 5] for the capacity of the independent set of grid graph problem. The di erence between their result and ours was that their derivation implicitly used the fact that in the grid-graph problem if B is a good matrix then its transpose B t is also a good matrix. This in turn implied that their transfer matrix for growing vertical strips was exactly the same as their transfer matrix for growing horizontal strips, i.e., ∀r, A r ≡ A r and r = r , which simpliÿed their version of Eq. (5). An interesting consequence of our derivation is that it is not necessary to have this symmetry condition of B = B t . All that is necessary to perform the analysis and derive variants of Lemma 7 is that all of the transfer matrices A r and A r be symmetric.
